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Abstract

Background: As the world population continues to age, the prevalence of neurological diseases, such as dementia, poses a
significant challenge to society. Detecting cognitive impairment at an early stage is vital in preserving and enhancing cog-
nitive function. Digital tools, particularly mHealth, offer a practical solution for large-scale population screening and prompt
follow-up assessments of cognitive function, thus overcoming economic and time limitations.

Objective: In this work, two versions of a digital solution called Guttmann Cognitest® were tested.

Methods: Two hundred and one middle-aged adults used the first version (Group A), while 132 used the second one, which
included improved tutorials and practice screens (Group B). This second version was also validated in an older age group
(Group C).

Results: This digital solution was found to be highly satisfactory in terms of usability and feasibility, with good acceptability
among all three groups. Specifically for Group B, the system usability scale score obtained classifies the solution as the best
imaginable in terms of usability.

Conclusions: Guttmann Cognitest® has been shown to be effective and well-perceived, with a high potential for sustained
engagement in tracking changes in cognitive function.
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Introduction
The world’s population is getting older and age is the stron-
gest known risk factor for cognitive decline.1 While this
population aging can be undoubtedly seen as a success
story, it also brings healthcare and economic challenges.
For example, neurological disorders, including dementia,
are the second leading cause of death and the leading
cause of disability worldwide. Given the strong association
between aging and the incidence of these disorders, esti-
mates suggest that they will account for over half of the eco-
nomic impact of disability by 2050.2

In this context, Owens et al.3 early detection of cognitive
impairment opens to early interventions that could help to
maintain and even improve cognitive functioning.4 In
recent years, an increasing number of studies have tried to
find effective strategies to prevent the development of cog-
nitive impairment, Alzheimer’s disease, or any other kind
of dementia.5–7

Neuropsychological assessment provides a reliable
method to quantify cognitive functioning and may have a
better predictive value and sensitivity in preclinical demen-
tia than imaging techniques.8,9 However, even though
neuropsychological assessment provides highly valuable
information through an easy and reliable methodology,10
it also has certain important limitations. Classical neuro-
psychological testing has some specific requirements that
make it expensive and time-consuming: a trained neuro-
psychologist carries out the evaluation in person, in a
quiet and bright room, usually requires at least one hour
to complete testing sessions, tests need to be corrected
and scored manually, and subjects must move to the
center or clinical facility.11 All these aspects make these
traditional face-to-face procedures not scalable for efficient
assessments in large samples. On the other hand, quick
screening assessment tools such as the Mini-Mental State
Exam (MMSE12) or the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA13) are not the best alternative for effectively asses-
sing and monitoring subtle changes over time.11,14

In this context, digital solutions, and specifically
mHealth, are promising ways to overcome these barriers
by allowing large-scale populational screening and repeated
assessments of cognitive functions, not only in older popu-
lation, but starting from middle-age adulthood, in an effi-
cient manner. Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has
shown the need to speed up alternative ways to explore
people’s cognitive functioning, reducing mobility and
physical contact between clinicians and patients to lower
diagnosis barriers.

Furthermore, technology-based assessments have spe-
cific features of great value by providing better precision
of measurement and scoring; offering instant automated
feedback and results; allowing high standardized adminis-
tration with objective data gathering and automated correc-
tion and scoring; minimizing the possible professional

expertise bias and reducing human error; allowing the
implementation of multiple alternate forms to minimize
learning effects; and having the potential to use sophisti-
cated algorithms to analyze other information rather than
just the final score.15–18

Digital solutions in general, and mobile apps in particu-
lar, allow the administration of this kind of clinical service
by the use of a smartphone or any other mobile device. This
helps to reduce time, frequency, and geographical barriers
to cognitive assessment, allowing efficient and long-term
monitoring through repeated sessions to detect early,
subtle signs of cognitive decline. In the top 10 developed
countries, more than 70% of people own a smartphone.
Particularly, in Spain, 74.3% of the population has a smart-
phone.19 Increased use of mobile technology in older
adults also provides the opportunity to deliver convenient,
cost-effective assessments for earlier detection of impair-
ment, likewise bringing on more engagement in cognitive
screening and monitoring, both inside and outside clinical
facilities. Furthermore, thanks to the objective and rapid
data transfer to healthcare providers,20 these kinds of
innovative solutions have a great potential to support clin-
ical decisions in a cost-effective manner.

Few mobile apps have been developed to assist indivi-
duals and medical professionals in screening these condi-
tions. We can find computerized versions of existing
neuropsychological tests, and new cognitive tests developed
specifically for mobile platforms.21 Some of them are
screening tests that require a relatively short time for comple-
tion and are focused on general cognitive function or a few
specific domains. For example, eSage20 is the mobile
version of the paper-based Self-Administered
Gerocognitive Examination (SAGE) assessing orientation,
memory, language, calculation, visuospatial, abstraction,
and executive functions. e-MOCA is an electronic version
of the standard paper-based MoCA22 to detect mild cogni-
tive impairment. The Cognitive Assessment for Dementia
(CADi23) and CADi2 (improved version24) are also screen-
ing tests with an iPad version developed for a mass screening
for dementia. Another example is Mindmore™, a digital
solution consisting of traditional cognitive tests adapted for
self-administration through a digital platform.25 It covers
five cognitive domains (attention and processing speed,
memory, language, visuospatial functions, and executive
functions) and can be arranged in different test batteries
depending on the purpose of the assessment. On the other
hand, test batteries are longer and assess both overall cogni-
tion and specific domains, such as Toronto Cognitive
Assessment was created with the aim of producing a test
that is more comprehensive than screening tests but shorter
than a neuropsychological battery, or CogState26 a brief
battery with four tests to evaluate processing speed, attention,
visual learning, and working memory.
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In this line, “Guttmann Cognitest®”27 has been
designed, developed, and initially validated as a digital
solution for cognitive assessment, specifically designed
for mobile devices (mobile first design), with the final
aim to be eventually integrated as an assessment module
of the “Guttmann, NeuroPersonalTrainer®,”28 a tele-
cognitive rehabilitation platform. The current version of
“Guttmann Cognitest®" consists of seven tasks specifically
designed to assess main cognitive functions, requiring
approximately 20 min to be completed. Following an itera-
tive process, after the initial technical and usability valid-
ation of the first version, a second one was developed
improving task instructions and tutorials, and also adding
a practice trial prior to each task to facilitate
comprehension.

The study presented in this paper aims to evaluate the
feasibility and usability of “Guttmann Cognitest®,” com-
paring the two developed versions of the digital solution,
in a sample of healthy adults from the Barcelona Brain
Health Initiative (BBHI6) and in a sample of older adults
participating in the APTITUDE project.29,30

Materials and methods

Participants

Three hundred and thirty-three healthy subjects (42–66
years old) from the BBHI6 participated in this study. Two
hundred and one of the sample completed the first version
(Group A) of the digital solution while 132 completed the
last version, with practice trials included (Group B). This
last version is the one validated by Cattaneo et al.31

For these two groups (A and B), we established exclu-
sion criteria for participants with a history or current diag-
nosis of neurological, psychiatric, Traumatic Brain Injury
with loss of consciousness, substance abuse/dependence,
treatment with psychopharmacological drugs, or visual
impairments. Prior to the study initiation participants pro-
vided explicit written informed consent, and the protocol
was approved by the Ethics and Clinical Research
Committee of the Catalan Hospitals Union (Comité
d’Ètica I Investigació Clínica de la Unió Catalana
Hospitals).

The application was also administered to 30 older adults
(Group C; age range 72–87), some of them possibly pre-
senting cognitive decline following MMSE or MoCA
scores.

Procedures

In this cross-sectional prospective observational study par-
ticipants were administered the “Guttmann Cognitest®” and
completed the system usability scale (SUS32) on the same
day, and a few minutes apart. The time needed to complete
the full assessment is approximately 30 min.

We conducted a two-step validation analysis to assess
the feasibility and usability of ‘Guttmann Cognitest’ in
both healthy adults and older adults.

Groups A and B cognitive testing took place in Institut
Guttmann Barcelona facilities and was partially supervised
by a technician, who provided the mobile device to the par-
ticipant, explained the purpose of the activity, and was
available for any request during the assessment.

Group C assessment, instead, took place in Andorra
(Sant Julià de Lòria) and was supervised by the Ageing
and Health team of the Andorran Healthcare system,
using the first version of the application. In this case, the
technician was available during all the sessions in order
to help and provide more accurate information, as we
expected more difficulties in older adults due to less tech-
nology literacy.

The questionnaires utilized in this study are either ad hoc
or open-access tools exclusively. Therefore, specific per-
missions from copyright holders were not required.

“Guttmann Cognitest®”

“Guttmann Cognitest®”31 is a digital solution specifically
designed for smartphones and other mobile devices with
seven tasks to evaluate the main cognitive functions:
memory, executive functions, and visuospatial abilities.

All tasks are preceded by written descriptions of the
tasks, followed by a set of screens with more detailed
instructions and a video tutorial. In a second version, a
very simple practice trial is presented after the tutorial
and prior to the task, to ensure that the user understood
the rationale and objective of the task. If the user is not
able to successfully complete the practice on the first or
second attempt, whatever the reason is, it is inferred that
the user is not capable of successfully fulfilling the task
and continuing with the next. This avoids generating
results due to comprehension difficulties, instead of cogni-
tive deficits (Figure 1).

After completing all tasks included in the session, a final
questionnaire is presented asking (a) if they were performed
in a quiet place, (b) if the participant could be concentrated
enough or if occurred any disruption or technical issue, (c)
if the instructions were clear enough for any task, and (d) if
the difficulty of any task was so high that the participant
gave up.

At the end of the questionnaire, the application shows a
global summary of results, briefly explaining the primary
cognitive function addressed in each one.

Task 1: Visual span backward. This task, designed to assess
working memory, is based on the visual span backward
paradigm.

A grey grid appears on the screen. Every second a square
of the grid is highlighted in green. Participants are
instructed to memorize the sequence and then reproduce it
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in backward order. The number of highlighted elements
increases by one after each correct execution. If the user
fails, another sequence with the same length is presented
one more time. After two consecutive errors the task ends.

The final score is the longer sequence correctly repeated
(Figure 2).

Task 2: Free and cued image–number associations. This
associative memory task consists of six pairs of two-digit
numbers and images are presented one by one for 2
seconds each. The instructions remind the participant to

remember the number associated with each image. When
all six pairs have been presented, the images are presented
alone in a different order from the first presentation, and the
participant is asked to recall the number. Items that are not
correctly remembered are presented again with a cue, con-
sisting of two possible numbers associated with it, where
the subject must select the correct one. The whole proced-
ure is repeated three times.

The total score for the free recovery is the number of suc-
cessful associations without a clue and the recognition score
is the number of correct associations the participant has
been able to recognize (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Screenshot of the video tutorial and instructions for the circle tapping task. Users can navigate forward (Siguiente) and backward
(Anterior) if needed.

Figure 2. Screenshot example of the visual span backward task.
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Task 3: Logic sequences. Twelve logic sequences were
designed to evaluate fluent intelligence and logical reason-
ing. Each series is composed of a 3× 3 matrix of elements
with a missing element. The participant is asked to select
the correct element among a set of four possible options
to complete the sequence. The maximum response time
available is 90 s and participants are informed by a
message on the screen when there are 10 s left.

The score is the number of sequences completed cor-
rectly (Figure 4).

Task 4: Cancellation. The symbol cancellation test was
designed to assess visuospatial searching and selective
attention. The task asks the participant to scan a structured
arrangement of figures and mark target figures with specific
shapes and colors as quickly as they can, having a time limit
of 45 s. The figures are in a matrix of 135 (9× 5 in three
consecutive screens). Distractors could be different shapes
of the same color or the same shape but different color
from the target. The task is divided into two parts, in the
first one, the target is only one colored shape (15 marks
in total) while in the second, has two colored shape
targets to search (30 targets in total).

The total score is the sum of symbols correctly selected
in the two parts of the task (Figure 5).

Task 5: Circle tapping. This task was designed to measure
visuomotor speed and sustained attention.

Six grey circles appear on the screen and randomly one
of them is highlighted in red or blue. The user will have to
tap only the red ones and ignore the blue circles as fast as
possible, inhibiting the response. The task lasts 2 min.

This task has two data results. Correct detection is indi-
cated by the number of times the user taps the target stimu-
lus, and reaction time is represented by the mean of time
that passes between the presentation of the stimulus and
the user’s correct responses (Figure 6).

Task 6: Mental rotation. This task, based on the mental rota-
tion paradigm33 was designed to evaluate visuo-spatial
abilities.

Pairs of 3D figures are shown with different orientations
and the participant is requested to indicate if they are iden-
tical or not, regardless its orientation. There are 12 pairs of
3D figures and the time to respond is 10 seconds.

The score is the total number of correct responses
(Figure 7).

Task 7: Delayed images and numbers association recall. To
explore the subject’s retention capacity over time, the
final task consists of presenting the same six pictures previ-
ously shown in the memory task (Task 2). Images are pre-
sented one by one, and the participant is requested to recall
the associated number. Similarly, to the short-term task, a
free recall mode comes first, while a cued mode is presented
if the participant gives the wrong answer.

The number of correctly remembered associations repre-
sents the total free recall long-term score.

System usability scale (SUS)

SUS is a very quick, easy, and simple scale-based question-
naire widely used to evaluate usability, intended in terms of
effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction of a product,
system, or service in a specific context34. It has become a

Figure 3. Screenshot example of a free and cued image-number task.
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popular questionnaire for end-of-test subjective assess-
ments of usability, as it has been shown to discriminate
between systems that have poor usability and those that
are considered usable. It is also suitable even when
applied to small samples (N< 14) and it has excellent reli-
ability, and it has been translated and validated in several
languages including Spanish.35

It consists of 10 items with a Likert five-point response
scale varying from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree.”
A final score is calculated by summing up all the items,
and a higher SUS score indicates better product usability.
Based on previous research, a SUS score above 68 would
be considered above average and anything below 68 is
below average.36,37 Its results could be easily interpreted in

Figure 4. Screenshot example of the logic sequences task.

Figure 5. Screenshot example of the two-target cancellation task.
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terms of acceptance and net promoter score (NPS), a business
metric used to estimate the likeliness of customers or users to
recommend a product or service to others and/or keep loyalty.

In SUS, the score for odd questions is calculated as
“Response—1,”whereas the score for even questions is calcu-
lated as “5—Response.” Therefore, each question score goes
from 0 to 4. The final SUS Score is calculated by adding all
the question scores and multiplying them by 2.5.36,37

SUS was collected anonymously. Apart from analyzing
SUS results, a specific ad hoc brief questionnaire was
designed to gather extra information about clarity, compre-
hension, and technical issues. The questionnaires used can
be found in the Supplemental material (Files S1 and S2)

Results

System usability scale (SUS)

Analyses showed significant differences between groups in
terms of usability (F= 15.69, p < .001, η2= 0.08). Post hoc
analyses showed that Group B reported higher usability
levels (mean= 87.7, SD= 10.63) compared with both
Group A (mean= 81.41, SD= 13.32; p < .001) and Group
C (mean= 75.83, SD= 14.61; p < .001). Also, Group A
showed higher usability than Group C (p= .021; see
Table 1 for a summary of the results and Figures 8 and 9
to see the results and difference between groups).

Figure 6. Screenshot of the red target in the circle tapping task.

Figure 7. Screenshot example of the mental rotation task.
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Table 1. Mean scores and percentages of responses to the system usability scale (SUS) usability questionnaire items of the three groups.

SUS questions Group

Totally
disagree
(%)

Disagree
(%)

Indifferent
(%)

Agree
(%)

Totally
agree
(%)

Average
score Difference

1. I think that I would like to use
this system frequently.

Group
A

5 1 13 45 36 3.045 0.183

Group
B

5 2 7 38 48 3.227

Group
C

0 10 10 37 43 3.133 −0.088

2. I found the system unnecessarily
complex. (–)

Group
A

0 10 9 47 33 3.025 0.149

Group
B

1 8 10 37 45 3.174

Group
C

3 23 7 37 30 2.666 0.358

3. I thought the system was easy to
use.

Group
A

0 4 4 43 49 3.368 0.276

Group
B

1 1 2 27 70 3.644

Group
C

3 13 0 50 37 3 0.368

4. I think that I would need the
support of a technical person to
be able to use this system. (–)

Group
A

0 2 4 33 61 3.532 0.172

Group
B

1 2 2 17 78 3.705

Group
C

7 10 3 43 37 2.933 0.599

5. I found the various functions in
this system were well
integrated.

Group
A

2 0 11 51 35 3.164 0.343

Group
B

2 0 5 33 61 3.508

Group
C

0 0 0 47 53 3.533 −0.369

6. I thought there was too much
inconsistency in this system. (-)

Group
A

0 2 11 43 43 3.259 0.400

Group
B

1 0 5 22 73 3.659

0 10 7 47 37 3.1 0.158

(continued)
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Figure 10 shows the NPS grade. Group B score corre-
sponds to an A+ grade, which is regarded as the highest
possible grade considered best imaginable. The outcomes
of Group A are also deemed promoters in NPS with the
term excellent. In contrast, Group C has a grade of B and
is rated as good usability with a passive NPS.

Specific ad hoc final questionnaire

With the objective of comparing the improvements intro-
duced in the second version of the solution, the results
from the specific ad hoc final questionnaire are plotted in
the following figures (the questionnaire can be found in

File S2 of the Supplemental material). The first question
evaluates the stability of the application and asks if any inci-
dent has occurred. As we can see in Figure 11, in more than
90% of the cases no incident occurred. Group B has 3% less
incidents than Group A.

Figure 12 shows if the participants understood the tasks
from the application. In Group A, 85% understood all the
tasks, 12% did not understand one task, and 3% did not
understand more than one task. Otherwise, 95% of Group
B understood all the tasks, 4% did not understand
one task, and just 1% did not understand more than one
task. Being the difference between both groups more than
10%.

Table 1. Continued.

SUS questions Group

Totally
disagree
(%)

Disagree
(%)

Indifferent
(%)

Agree
(%)

Totally
agree
(%)

Average
score Difference

Group
C

7. I would imagine that most
people would learn to use this
system very quickly.

Group
A

0 4 8 59 28 3.114 0.136

Group
B

0 6 8 42 45 3.25

Group
C

0 17 3 63 17 2.8 0.314

8. I found the system very
cumbersome to use. (–)

Group
A

1 3 5 48 43 3.284 0.254

Group
B

0 2 2 36 60 3.538

Group
C

0 23 0 53 23 2.766 0.516

9. I felt very confident using the
system.

Group
A

0 2 7 46 44 3.303 0.356

Group
B

1 1 2 24 72 3.659

Group
C

0 13 3 37 47 3.166 0.136

10. I needed to learn a lot of things
before I could get going with
this system. (–)

Group
A

0 2 2 41 54 3.468 0.237

Group
B

0 0 2 25 73 3.705

Group
C

0 7 3 50 40 3.233 0.234
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The last question asks if the tasks were too difficult or
too confusing that the participant had to give up.
Seventy-seven percent of Group B think that all the tasks
are clear enough and not too difficult to carry on all the
tasks. Sixteen percent perceived that one task was difficult

or confusing and 7% more or one task was too difficult or
confusing. In the other group, 9% more of the participants
do not perceive the tasks as too difficult to give up and
14% think that one or more tasks are too difficult or
confusing.

Figure 8. Detailed score of each question on system usability scale (SUS) in Groups A and B (different versions). The line shows the
difference between both versions.

Figure 9. Detailed score of each question on system usability scale (SUS) in Groups A and C. The line shows the difference between both
versions. On the right axis, the items in negative mean Group C scored better for those questions.
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to present the feasibility and
usability pilot study of “Guttmann Cognitest®,” a digital
solution to perform a brief cognitive assessment. Six tasks
were designed to study the main cognitive abilities such
as memory, executive function, and visual speed. The
study of feasibility and usability is crucial when evaluating
the use of any digital solution to conduct an initial cognitive

assessment. Applications that measure speed and perform-
ance must convey confidence to the user to continue
using it and attribute failures and successes to the person
themselves rather than to the device.

After the feasibility and usability pilot, the results
obtained are very promising with a good acceptability for
all assessed groups. Considering the usability evaluation
in the healthy adult sample (Groups A and B), the SUS

Figure 10. Grades, adjectives, acceptability, and NPS categories associated with raw SUS scores for each group. Note: Image adapted from
Sauro.35

NPS: Net Promoter Score; SUS: system usability scale.

Figure 11. Representation of the technical incidents that occurred during the assessment using the cognitest app perceived by the users
and extracted from the last questions of the test from Groups A and B.
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score obtained reveals that users perceive the system to be
useful, usable, satisfying, and easy to learn.

Most of the sample were able to understand and adhere
to all task requirements and testing could be conducted with
minimal supervision of individuals, even in the group with
an older range of age (Group C).

As it was expected, the inclusion of trials in the second
version of the solution (Group B) improved the usability
perceived by users in all the aspects evaluated by SUS
and understanding and perception of difficulty as well.
The changes increased the perception of integrity, consist-
ency, and confidence in the application. As we can see in
the final specific ad hoc questionnaire, these changes also
improved the perception of difficulty and confusion,
increasing the level of understanding. The percentage of
technical issues was not high in the first version, but it
was also reduced in the new version giving the sense of
more stability in this last version.

The results are also promising for the group with an
older age range (Group C). The results of this group are
of particular interest as is one of the main target groups of
this kind of applications that aim to assess cognitive
changes and deficits. The development of applications
directed toward this population needs to take into consider-
ation features such as text size, tiny targets, speed of stimuli,
or startling sounds. Regardless senior adults are expected to
have more difficulties with technologies, people born
between 1946 and 1964, Baby Boomer generation, are
those now reaching retirement age. This generation is far
more likely than past generations to interact with
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) as
have had more substantial experience, many of them had
used computers and the internet at work for years before
retiring. We asked this group about its technology literacy
and most subjects estimated their familiarity with the use

of technology and mobile devices as moderate to high.
Just 27% of them had low or very low knowledge.
Punctuations in SUS items regarding complexity, ease of
use, and confidence are successful and above the mean,
either the need for technical help where the majority did
not feel necessary to receive support.

Looking over NPS grades and percentiles, the three
groups had results from good to best imaginable. As we
hypothesized, Group C had the lower results, nonetheless
has acceptable results, and is considered good. As we
already stated, it is crucial to assess the usability and feasi-
bility of this kind of digital solution in older adults, as they
are the group with the most vulnerability and social isola-
tion and are more likely to be excluded from the benefits
of ICT-based.38

Apart from the significance of these findings, it is very
important to consider certain limitations within the
present study. Firstly, the variation in sample size results
from limited access and resources for assessing older
adults (Group C). Additionally, due to external time con-
straints and limitations to access the older adults group, it
was not possible to administer the improved second
version to this group, being only possible to analyze the
initial version in this group. Further analysis is needed to
validate the feasibility and the usability of the second
version among older adults. Moreover, an in-depth analysis
of participant characteristics, such as educational back-
ground, cognitive levels, or socioeconomic factors, as
well as the support received during the test administration,
could provide valuable insights into the feasibility and
usability of the test. Unfortunately, due to the participant
anonymity in this study, such analysis was not feasible,
but should be considered in future similar works to
improve the conclusions presented here. Finally, in this
study, we did not exclude older adults with cognitive

Figure 12. Difference between Group A and Group B in the understanding of all tasks and instructions.
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impairments, this could represent a potential confounder in
the data interpretation.

Conclusions
This paper presents the feasibility and usability validation
of “Guttmann Cognitest®,” a digital solution for cognitive
assessment. In this study, two developed versions have
been compared in a sample of healthy adults from the
BBHI. Besides, in a specific sample of older adults, the
second version has been validated in terms of usability.

This solution not only has been shown good in terms of
usability and feasibility, but also has been initially validated
against standard and extensive in-person neuropsycho-
logical assessments in the context of the BBHI cohort
study.31 Performing a cognitive assessment with this kind
of digital solution has been proven to be feasible and
useful for gathering information about cognitive function-
ing in clinical and experimental settings, with a huge poten-
tial for cognitive assessment in large-scale samples. Even
among older adults, the acceptability of this digital solution
was excellent, and they all liked to continue using it, which
can foster a sustained engagement to track changes in cog-
nitive function over time.
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